Copyright and Use Notice

All patterns in the Fish Pattern Book are copyrighted by Connected Lines and may not be resold or redistributed. The patterns may be used in your private or commercial artistic endeavors provided the result is an artistic interpretation or derivative work, such as produced by embroidery, needlework, intarsia, marquetry, stained glass, engraving, carving, etc.
All patterns in this book were made with the Connected Pattern Maker software.

The Connected Pattern Maker is the easy to learn and fun to use software program that lets you create unique line art patterns from digital photographs and images. The Pattern Maker saves you time and money by streamlining the design process. Quickly create patterns with the easy-to-use drawing tools.

Works for All Your Artistic Needs!
The Connected Pattern Maker incorporates flexible features to meet the needs of a variety of arts and crafts endeavors that require line art patterns including:

- Coloring pages
- Engraving
- Mosiacs
- Needle crafts
  - canvas-work
  - embroidery
  - quilting
  - needlepoint
  - cross stitch
- Stained glass
- Stenciling
- Wood crafts
  - carving
  - fretwork
  - inlay
  - intarsia
  - marquetry
  - scrollsaw-work
Angle Fish Pattern

Bass Fish Pattern
Bass Fish Pattern

Bat Fish Pattern
Box Fish Pattern

Butterfly Fish Pattern
Butterfly Fish Pattern

Chromius Fish Pattern
Cichlid Fish Pattern

Clown Fish Pattern
Clown Fish Pattern

Crappie Fish Pattern
Damsel Fish Pattern

Damsel Fish Pattern
Fighting Fish Pattern

Fighting Fish Pattern
Flier Fish Pattern

Goldfish Pattern
Goldfish Pattern

Goldfish Pattern
Guppy Fish Pattern

Humbug Fish Pattern
Lyretail Fish Pattern

Moori Fish Pattern
Moorishidol Fish Pattern

Moorishidol Fish Pattern
Notho Fish Pattern

Panchax Fish Pattern

Perch Fish Pattern
Pickerel Fish Pattern

Pike Fish Pattern

Porkfish Pattern
Queen Trigger Fish Pattern

Salmon Fish Pattern
Seahorse Patterns

Snapper Fish Pattern
Squirrel Fish Pattern

Starfish Pattern
Sturgeon Fish Pattern

Sunfish Pattern
Surgeon Fish Pattern

Sweetlip Fish Pattern

Swordtail Fish Pattern
Tang Fish Pattern

Trigger Fish Pattern
Yellow Tang Fish Pattern

Wrasse Fish Pattern